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Faith-Ann McGarrell

nnalee Johnson1 rarely spoke in class. She
ferent ways. Susan Cain, author of the New York
avoided eye contact and refused to participate
Times bestseller Quiet, a thoughtful reﬂection on inin cooperative learning groups, writing
troverts in an extrovert society, said the following:
groups, or any variation of group work. The
“The purpose of school should be to prepare kids for
day that I put my foot down and ﬁrmly insisted that
the rest of their lives, but too often what kids need to
she work with her peers, she burst into tears and cowbe prepared for is surviving the school day itself.”2
ered in a corner at the back of the classroom. Her
And that survival is not limited to learning how to inkeening cries agitated her peers, who in turn directed
teract with peers, but also includes learning how to
toward me looks as sharp as daggers. “Ms. McGarrell!
navigate teacher temperaments, unique classroom
You made Annalee cry!” The situation was further insettings, curriculum demands, parental expectations,
tensiﬁed by Mr. Johnson, Annalee’s faand so much more.
ther, who stormed into my classAs Annalee’s teacher, I believed
room shortly after the 3 o’clock
she needed to learn how to speak
dismissal bell rang and anup, work with others, and learn
nounced with eyes glaring
how to thrive in an active enand ﬁngers pointing: “It is
vironment, for this is what
NOT your job to FIX my
society requires and what I
child! Teach her to read
had been told repeatedly.
and write! That’s it!”
For Annalee, such an enviWas I wrong to insist on
ronment was stressful and
Creating Safe Spaces for
Annalee’s participation? My
made no room for her own
Students to Thrive
intention was that every stuwonderfully unique way of
dent would be actively engaged
giving a well-thought-out reall the time. As a young student, I
sponse to a question or assignment,
rarely fared well when it came to the
or her essential need for time to process
“participation” assessment on assignments and rebefore speaking and quiet time to recharge.
port-card evaluations. During my teacher training,
Thomas Armstrong in Mindfulness in the ClassI learned that participation needed to be quantiﬁroom: Strategies for Promoting Concentration, Comable, active, measurable—not just a subjective, nebpassion, and Calm addresses what he refers to as
ulously observed quality. And so, when I ﬁnally had
“joining the quiet revolution.”3 He observes that stumy own classroom, I made sure that everyone knew
dents in U.S. schools are experiencing levels of stress
what was meant by “participation” and could be sucnever seen before in its history, and that there is need
cessful. There would be no “silent onlookers” in my
for time dedicated to quiet, non-scripted reﬂection
classroom. At least, that was my vision until Annalee
within each class period.4 This lack of quiet time is rejoined my class.
sponsible for several alarming ﬁndings such as an inIn my zeal to create a fast-paced, robust classroom
crease in the number of early elementary school chilenvironment ripe with conversation, activity, and credren in the U.S. suffering from migraines and ulcers
ativity, I inadvertently conveyed another message—
for which a clear connection to school-related stress
one devoid of grace, mercy, and the acknowledgement
has been established5 to a third of U.S. adolescents
that each person is unique and communicates in difbeing depressed or overwhelmed because of stress,
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with their single biggest source of stress being school.6
These challenges do not exist only within the United States.
Countries such as China, Japan, South Korea, and India report
high levels of school-related stress faced by students, most of
which comes from the pressures of preparing for high-stakes
national testing, the results of which determine the trajectory
of students’ lives.7 Unlike Annalee’s source of stress, these students face long hours of in- and out-of-class study and tutoring
sessions (some upwards of 12 hours a day), and their families
invest time and resources into making sure they do well. And
even with that, most universities in these countries can only accept two to three percent of those who do well. For those who
do not make the cut, there is disappointment, shame, and, in
some extreme cases, death by suicide.8
So, what do we do about school-related stress? How do
we ensure that students in our care are seen, heard, and understood? Armstrong presents as an answer “the mindful solution to stress.”9 He notes that schools in the United States,
the United Kingdom, and Australia are investing in training
educators in best-practice approaches to integrating mindfulness throughout the curriculum. Findings show that these
approaches have the potential to relieve stress in students,
boost self-regulation and social and emotional skills, working memory, and executive functioning such as learning to
focus, plan, organize—processes necessary to successfully
complete daily tasks.10
Since 1970, more than 3,000 research articles and studies
have been conducted on the beneﬁts of using mindfulness
to treat stress, anxiety, depression, and many other issues.11
There are several types of mindfulness practices (mindful
breathing, walking, eating, etc.) and central to each one is
the ability to focus. Education researchers are now recommending time in the day, preferably at the beginning of each
class period, for deep, focused breathing and reﬂection.
Willard and Saltzman illustrate how to teach mindfulness to
students with this example: For an early-morning exercise,
teachers have students spend ﬁve minutes in focused, deep
breathing while contemplating the thoughts and concerns
they have experienced since awakening or up to the speciﬁc
point in the school day; followed by 20 minutes in recall and
reﬂective writing; after which students engage in 20 minutes
of active discussion.12 What is most fascinating is a statement by Saltzman: “[b]ut what teachers ﬁnd is, if they start
class with ﬁve minutes of mindfulness—movement, breathing, journaling—most teachers will report ending up with
more teachable time.”13
Sound familiar? Well, it should. While mindfulness may
be the popular trend in education right now, this is what
many Adventist educators have done in their schools and
classrooms for years. School-wide morning worships where
students sing, share, and pray; classroom devotions and
prayer time in small groups led by a committed educator; or
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opportunities to engage in reﬂective writing and participate
in small groups or prayer bands are all activities found in most
Adventist schools. And we should do this more often and
more consistently. We must teach our students to cling to reassuring promises such as “do not be anxious about anything,” and to claim the “peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding” (Philippians 4:6, 7, ESV).14 We can also share
words from inspiration, which remind us that “Prayer is the
breath of the soul. It is the secret of spiritual power. . . . Prayer
brings the heart into immediate contact with the Wellspring
of life.”15 And beyond that, we must take active steps to ensure that students know we are interested in how they navigate the challenges and pressures from peers, home, and
school. Do we carve out signiﬁcant movements of time in our
day to listen to them? Pray with them? Or do we plow ahead
with our plans—dragging them along, kicking and screaming,
all for the greater good of preparing them for this world?
Annalee’s outburst led me to engage in moments of deep
reﬂection. With humility I changed my classroom environment, providing more time for students to decompress, work
independently, and experience more balanced instruction.
Cain recommends strategies such as using Think-Pair-Share,
using wait time effectively before calling on students, involving the student and his or her parents in discussing how best
to address the student’s anxiety, or using groups effectively,
as helpful ways of integrating extra support into the classroom environment that beneﬁt all students.16
Several articles in this issue address the importance of creating safe spaces for students to grow into the unique, one-ofa-kind individuals God created them to be as we select curricular content, approaches to instruction, grading and evaluation
practices, and so many of the other teacher-driven decisions
that are made each day. Janie Daniel Hubbard writes about
making curricular decisions that are culturally responsive, the
ﬁnal article in this series (page 9; see also Culturally Responsive
Teaching in Adventist Schools for additional articles), and Ramona L. Hyman shares several strategies for encouraging
young writers to express themselves through poetry (page 34).
In “Feedback as a Conversation: The Power of Bidirectional
Feedback,” Julie Cook addresses effective ways to not only give
feedback to students, but also receive feedback from students,
to ensure that understanding takes place (page 4). And Jerome
Thayer explores how to use the principles of justice and mercy
in assessment and grading practices as a way of modeling how
God interacts with everyone (page 27). John Wesley Taylor V
continues the discussion on creating a biblical foundation for
research in “Research and the Search for Truth” (page 14), and
in the ﬁnal article in our Boards series, Robert Crux writes
about “When a School Board Member Goes Rogue” (page 21;
see also School Boards for additional articles).
We hope the articles in this issue provide food for thought,
and we look forward to your feedback. Consider submitting
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a letter to the editor here or by e-mailing mcgarrellf@gc.ad
ventist.org. Or, share your own reﬂections by submitting an
article to our Best Practices at Work feature section, a space
created speciﬁcally for classroom teachers to share what
works. Visit https://jae.adventist.org/en/for-authors for more
on how to submit. Or for shorter, more reﬂective themes,
consider writing for our Adventist Educators Blog (https://
educators.adventist.org/submission-guidelines/). We look forward to hearing from you!
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